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We compare the structural complexity of various classes of structured programs. 
To achieve this we concentrate on a notion called "reducibility." Loosely speaking, 
given two classes of programs Ct and C~, we say that C1 is reducible to C~ (C1 ~ C~) 
if and only if for every program P in C~, there is a program in C~ that computes the same 
function as P and uses the same primitive actions and predicates as P. If C1 is reducible 
to Cs, but C~ is not reducible to C1, then we say that C1 <Zw C2 9 We explore this 
notion of reducibility for several classes of programs. These include: D-charts and 
BJ.-charts, which are programs based on the DO-WHILE construct, a familiar 
construct in the literature on structured programs; RE.-charts, GRE~-charts and 
DRE,-charts, which are programs constructed using a continuously repeating block 
of code with exit statements, imilar to the REPEAT-EXIT construct of BLISS; TD, -  
charts, which are programs based on control structures arising from top-down 
programming. 
Several results on these classes of programs are proved here. These results include 
(a) BJ,-charts ~w BJ,+l-charts, and ~)~>~1 BJ,-charts ~,o REt-charts; 
(b) RE,-charts <w RE,+t-charts, GRE~-charts <w GREn+x-charts, DREw-charts 
<~ GREn+z-charts; 
(c) TD,-charts <~ RE3,-charts. 
In addition, it is shown that an arbitrary program P is reducible to a D-chart if and 
only if P does not contain a loop with two distinct exits. The paper concludes by 
suggesting various open problems. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been a significant attempt o elevate the act of programming 
to a scientific plane. Th is  advance, within the area of computer  software, is credited 
to Dijkstra [7]. He advocates avoiding the use of unnecessari ly complex control 
structures in programs through the decomposit ion of a problem into a wel l -understood 
interconnection of a small number  of subproblems. The  correctness of the decomposi-  
t ion presumably can be verified before further expansion. Th is  approach seems to 
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provide the key to treating the complexity of large problems. Based on these ideas, 
Dijkstra defines a certain class of GOTO-less programs constructed from IF-THEN- 
ELSE and DO-WHILE. This class has received widespread interest because of the 
initial success achieved in software development by applying these ideas [2, 13]. 
These programs, also known as D-charts, are studied in Section III. 
Many arguments have lately been made that GOTO-less programs themselves are 
too restrictive [10]. Various proposals have been made to extend this class. Based on 
one such proposal by B6hm and Jacopini [3], we define BJn-charts , and study their 
complexity in Section IV. Programming languages like BLISS [15] supposedly 
eliminate some of the difficulties encountered in GOTO-less programs by incorporating 
powerful REPEAT-EXIT constructs. We treat hese constructs in detail in Section V. 
We also define the class of TDn-charts, which arise naturally from the notion of 
top-down programming. These classes are investigated in Section VI. The practical 
implications of some of the results in this paper are discussed in [12]. 
In this paper we analyze only the structural complexity of programs arising from 
the use of these and other control structures. We divorce ourselves from problems 
involved with the specific data types and primitive instructions in particular pro- 
gramming languages. With this in mind, we concentrate on flow chart schemas where 
the primitive actions and predicates are represented by uninterpreted symbols. We use 
"programs," "flow charts," and "charts" interchangeably, and will not indulge in 
undue formalism. Even at the expense of becoming slightly redundant in proving 
certain theorems, we present informal arguments before going to more formal proofs. 
II. TERMINOLOGY 
A flow chart is composed of uninterpreted primitives of actions and predicates. 
An action a has 1 input line and 1 output line (1-IN, 1-OUT) as represented in Fig. 1A 
or lB. An action without any label is always allowed, and unless otherwise specified, 
it stands for the identity action (which we abbreviate as "ID"). A predicate p has 1 
input line and 2 output lines (1-IN, 2-OUT) as in Fig. 1C. Labels T and F will be 
omitted when there is no ambiguity or if either labeling is allowable. 
B C 
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Fro. 1. Primitives and connections: (A) Action; (B) Action; (C) Predicate; (D) Allowed; 
(E) Not allowed. 
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Any i-IN, j -OUT finite flow chart constructed from a finite number of primitives 
is an (i,j)-chart. We allow two lines to be joined into a single line, but do not permit 
the splitting of a single line. Thus Fig. 1D is allowed, whereas Fig. 1E is not allowed. 
Unless otherwise specified a chart refers to a (1, 1)-chart. The input and the output 
points of a chart are denoted by IN and OUT, respectively. 
An interpretation of a chart consists of specifying the variables involved and their 
domains (the values they can take) and giving specific meanings to the primitives. 
When there is no confusion, we do not distinguish between a variable and its value. 
Initially an input (i.e., input variables with specific values) is presented with control 
at IN. The processing of data by a primitive is counted as one step of computation. 
An action transforms the values of variables and changes control from its input line 
to its output line. A predicate leaves the data unchanged but changes control from its 
input line to exactly one of its output lines labeled T or F, depending upon whether 
that predicate holds or not, respectively, atthat instant. Instead of saying that control 
changes from the input line to an output line of a primitive, we may say that data 
passes through a primitive. The sequence of steps resulting from (or the sequence 
of primitives that operate on) an input is called the computational history or control 
path for that input. For some input values, the corresponding control paths may not 
end. If the control path for a chart G and input x with value a ends with control 
at OUT, we say that the computation has terminated, and the resulting output value 
(values of output variables) is represented by G(a). 
By a class of structured programs we mean a subclass of the general class of charts. 
We are interested only in certain "natural" classes of structured programs, which 
arise intuitively from current ideas in software quality. 
Let G and H be two charts. We say that G is strongly reducible to H, notationally 
G ~ H, if and only if every primitive of H is a primitive of G, and for every inter- 
pretation and for every input, the computational histories are identical for both 
the charts. G is weakly reducible to H, notationally G ~<w H, if and only if every 
primitive of H is a primitive of G, and for every interpretation and for every input, 
the outputs are equal (or both do not terminate) for both the charts. 
"x / p/O; \ 
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FIG. 2. (A) Node splitting. (B) Weak reducibility. 
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Note that "node splitting" shown in Fig. 2A preserves both notions of reducibility, 
and the transformation shown in Fig. 2B preserves weak, but not strong, reducibility. 
Knuth and Floyd [10] have explored the notion of strong reducibility, whereas we 
concentrate xclusively on weak reducibility and hence obtain quite general results. 
For conciseness we often refer to weak reducibility simply as reducibility. Let C 1 and C 2 
be two classes of charts. We say that C 1 is reducible to C 2 if and only if every chart 
in C1 is reducible to some chart in C~. This is represented by C 1 ~<~ C 2 . If C 1 is 
reducible to C 2 , but C 2 is not reducible to C 1 , then we write C 1 <9 C2 9 If C 1 ~<~ C 2 
and C 2 ~w C1, then C 1 ~w C 2 . 
Remark 1. For any two classes of charts C 1 and C2, if C 1 is a subset of C2, then 
C1 ~w C2 . 
Remark 2. The relation ~<w is transitive and reflexive. 
Notationally, we use a's to represent actions, p, q, r,..., to represent predicates, 
and G, H, J,..., to represent charts. When we want to talk about a particular occurrence 
of a primitive in a chart, we refer to it as a primitive-unit. Thus a a-unit refers to a 
specific occurrence of the action a in a given chart. 
In a chart there is a direct path from point ~ to point fi if and only if a primitive 
connects a to ft. There is apath from ~ to fl if and only if there are points ~1, ~2 ,..., am, 
where a = a 1 and fi = %, , and there is a direct path from a i to ~i+1 for i ---- 1,..., m -- 1. 
There is a loop passing through a and fi if and only if there are paths from ~ to fi 
and from fi to a. We denote such a loop as loop-aft. A loop-aft is reachable if and only if 
there is a path from the entry point IN to some point (hence all points) on that loop. 
A path is an exit of a loop if and only if it starts at some point on the loop, no other 
point in the path is on the loop and the path ends at the OUT of the chart. The 
common point of the loop and the path is an exit-point of the loop. 
I I I .  D-CHARTS 
In this section we study the limitations of a class of charts known as the class of 
D-charts or GOTO-less programs. In particular we give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a chart to be reducible to a D-chart. 
/G,\ / - -  
. - -~  G~ , G 2' ~ - -~p ~ P 
\~ -Eo'  
A B r 
F IG .  3. D -char t  const ruc ts .  
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The class of D-charts is the smallest class defined as follows. 
(1) Any action is a D-chart. 
(2) If  G 1 and G~ are D-charts and p is a predicate, then the charts shown 
in Figs. 3A, 3B, and 3C are D-charts. 
Notice that ID is a D-chart, since ID is always an allowable action. For ease of 
representation, the sequencing of charts shown in Fig. 3A will be represented by 
SEQUENCE (G 1 , G~). In general, sequencing of charts G1, G2 ,..., Gn will be simply 
represented by SEQUENCE(G1, G2,..., Gn). The IF -THEN-ELSE construct of 
Fig. 3B will be represented by IFp  THEN G 1 ELSE G2, or IFTHENELSE(p,  G1, G,). 
The DO-WHILE construct of Fig. 3C will be represented by WHILE q DO G1, 
or DOWHILE(q, Gx), where q = p or q---- -Tp depending upon the branch of p 
connected to G 1 is labeled T or F, respectively. 
mOUT 
/ / 
FIG. 4. Chart G of Theorem 1. 
Knuth and Floyd [10] showed that the chart shown in Fig. 4 cannot be strongly 
reduced to any D-chart. The following strengthens their result. 
THEOREM 1. The chart G given in Fig. 4 cannot be (weakly) reduced to any D-chart. 
Proof. I f  possible, let G be reducible to a D-chart H. By the definition of reduci- 
bility, H must be composed of pl , P2, and o only. Consider the following interpretation. 
x e N (={0, I, 2, 3,...}), 
Pl: x ---- 2" for some integer n, 
P2: x = 2" + 2 "-1 for some integer n, 
o: x* -x+ 1. 
For this interpretation, x is the only variable involved and it serves both as input 
and output variable. I f  we consider integers of the form 2" or 2" + 2 "-1 as stops, 
then G increments x with any initial value a to the nearest higher stop, i.e., 
G(a) ---- 2" + 2 "-1 if 2" < a ~< 2" + 2 "-1 and G(a) = 2 "+1 if 2" + 2 "-1 < a ~< 2 "+1. 
Let there be k o-units (i.e., k occurrences of o) in H. Consider a large m such that 
2 m-~ > k + 1. Let us consider x with initial value 2 m -- (k + 1). The correct output 
value is 2% and since there are only k o-units in H, at least one of them increments x 
at two different steps in the control path. So the control path must pass through a loop 
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and go out of the loop on a T exit of p l .  For x with initial value 2 m + 2 "-1 -- (k + 1), 
the control path enters and follows the same loop and must leave this loop on the T 
exit of the same Pl,  since the only loop construct available is DO-WHILE. The nearest 
higher number of 2 m q- 2 m-1 -- (k + 1) which is of the form 2 n is 2 re+l, which is 
greater than the correct output 2m-} - 2 m-x, a contradiction. No further details are 
presented here, since this theorem isa special case of Theorem 3(for n ---- 1). Q.E.D. 
This theorem was proved independent of [4]. We submitted (without success) 
a paper containing Theorem 3, entitled "Flow graph decompositions: A problem of 
B6hm and Jacopini" to the 3rd Annual ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, 
1971. 
Characterization 
Now we give a structural characterization f the class of charts reducible to the class 
of D-charts. We already saw that the chart in Fig. 4 is an example of a nonreducible 
chart. But if we letpl = P2, then the chart reduces to the D-chart DOWHILE(~pl,  a). 
To avoid this type of reduction, so as to capture only the notion of the structural 
complexity of a chart, in the rest of this section we assume that each of the charts 
has the following property: No two primitive units have the same label, and every 
branch has a nonidentity action label. 
TrIEOREM 2. .4 chart is reducible to a D-chart if and only if it does not contain 
a reachable loop with two (or more) distinct exit points, i.e., there does not exist paths as 
shown in Fig. 5. Paths are shown by wiggly lines; loop-AB is reachable; and paths A 
to OUT and B to OUT are exit paths of loop-AB. 
A 
I UT 
8 
FIG. 5. Nonreducibil ity to D-chart. 
Proof. (a) If a chart (with distinct primitive units) contains a reachable loop with 
two exits, then we show that it is not reducible to any D-chart. 
Notice that in Fig. 5, each of the points A and B represents a predicate. We can 
assume that A and B are the only common points of the paths A to B and B to A. 
(If not, let C be the first common point from A, on the path A to B. Then loop-AC 
is reachable and has two exit points.) For definiteness, let us assume that the path 
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from IN to loop-AB first joins loop-AB at point D on the path B to d. Notice that D 
can even be A or B, or the path might have intersected the exit paths A to OUT and 
B to OUT. Consider the following interpretation. 
Let the predicates at A and B be Pl and P2, respectively, where Pl is "x = 2 n for 
some integer n," and P2 is "x = 2 n q- 2 n-1 for some integer n," with F exits in the 
loop-AB. Let each other predicate in the loop-AB be "x = x" with T exit in the 
loop-AB. Let each predicate in the paths A to OUT and B to OUT (except hose 
at d and B) be "x even" with T exit in the corresponding path. Let each predicate 
in the path from IN to D, but not so far considered, be "x = x" with Texit in the path. 
Let any other predicate be "x -- x." Let the first action from B, in the path B to A, 
be a, where a is "x *-- x + 1." Let any other action be the identity action ID. Let the 
domain of input x be {5, 7, 9,...}. 
The chart, with the above interpretation, can contain only predicates Pl,P2, 
"x = x," and "x even," and action a (and ID), and is reducible to the chart shown 
in Fig. 4. Now we can easily modify the proof of Theorem 1, and complete the proof 
of the nonreducibility to any D-chart. 
(b) If there is no reachable loop with two exits in a chart, then we show that 
the chart is reducible to a D-chart. 
We prove this result for any chart (not just charts with distinct primitive units) by 
induction over the total number of primitive units. For any chart G, let #G be the 
sum of the predicate units and the nonidentity action units of G. 
BASlS. Every chart G, with #G ~< 1, is trivially reducible to a D-chart. 
INDUCTIVE STEP. Assume that the claim holds for any chart J, with # J  ~< n. 
Consider any chart G, with #G = n + l, which does not have a reachable loop with 
two exits. 
Case 1. If G contains a primitive unit which does not lie in any path from IN 
to OUT, then delete that unit and apply the hypothesis. 
Case 2. If  G = SEQUENCE(G 1 , G2), where #G1, #G2 ~> 1, then G 1 and G~ 
also satisfy the hypothesis. Hence each of G1 and G 2 is reducible to a D-chart. Thus G 
is also reducible to a D-chart. 
Case 3. If G is as in Fig. 6A, then reduce it to the chart in Fig. 6B. The subchart G' 
with either input line as IN must satisfy the hypothesis, otherwise G would not have 
satisfied the hypothesis; and #G'  with either input = n. Hence each copy of G' is 
reducible to a D-chart, which in turn implies that G is reducible to a D-chart. 
Case 4. If G is as in Fig. 6C, then reduce it to sequence (a, G1) as in Fig. 6D. Now 
G 1 also satisfies the hypothesis, and by Case 1, we need to consider only G1. Even 
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F:o. 6. Reduct ion steps. 
though #G = #G 1 , Case 3 can be applied only a finite number of times without 
encountering some other case (i.e., Case 5 or Case 6), since when once we apply 
the above reduction, the same e-unit will not be processed again by Case 4, before 
finding an intervening predicate. 
Case 5. If G = WHILEp  DO G1, then G 1 must satisfy the hypothesis, and 
#G:  = n. Hence G: is reducible to a D-chart, which implies that G is reducible to 
a D-chart. 
Case 6. Let G contain a loop-pq as in Fig. 6E (IN is in the input line of p). Then 
any path from p to the OUT must pass through q, otherwise loop-pq would be a 
reachable loop with two exits. Hence G must be of the form SEQUENCE(G:, Gz), 
where the OUT of G 1 is in one of the output lines of q. If #G 2 ~> 1, then apply Case 1. 
If  #G~ = 0, then reduce G(=G1) to the chart in Fig. 6F (fi is in the input line of q, 
and G' is G excluding q). It can also be seen that each copy of G' must satisfy the 
hypothesis. Each copy of G' has n primitive units; hence each copy is reducible to 
a D-chart. Thus G is reducible to a D-chart. Q.E.D. 
This reducibility condition is similar to that of Hecht and Ullman [9], with the 
directions of all branches reversed, obtained in the context of global code optimization. 
IV. BJn-CHARTS AND GPn-CHARTS 
For every n >/ 1, the class of BJn-charts (BJ ~ BShm and Jacopini) is the smallest 
class defined as follows, 
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(1) Any action is a BJ~-chart. 
(2) If  G 1 and G 2 are BJ~,-charts and p is a predicate, then SEQUENCE(G1,  G~) 
and IF  p THEN G t ELSE G~ are BJ,-charts. 
(3) For i ~< n, if G 1 , Ga ,..., Gi are BJ,-charts and P l ,  P~ ..... Pi are predicates, 
then the chart shown in Fig. 7 is a BJ,-chart. 
1 1 I 
FIG. 7. B6hm and Jacopini construct Qi 9 
For convenience l t us represent the chart in Fig. 7 by g2i(ql, G 1 , q~, G~ ,..., qi, G~), 
where, for j = 1,..., i, q~. = pj- or qj = ~p~ depending upon whether the T exit of p~ 
is connected to the OUT of the chart or not, respectively. 
Remark 3. The class of B Jr-charts is the same as the class of D-charts, and hence 
the class of BJl-charts ~,0 the class of D-charts. 
B6hm and Jacopini [3] conjectured that for any n ~ 1 there exists a BJ,+l-Chart 
which is not reducible to any BJn-chart. We prove a more general result in Theorem 3 
below. For every n ~ 1, let the class of GPn-charts (GP ----- generalized page) be the 
smallest class defined as follows. 
(1) Any action is a GP,-chart. 
(2) I f  Gt ,  Gz ,..., Gu, for u >/1, are GPn-charts and P l ,  P2 ,..-, P i ,  for i ~ n, 
are predicates, then any (1, 1)-chart composed from P l ,  P2 ..... Pi (multiple 
occurrences of a predicate are allowed) and GI, G2 .... , G~ is a GP,-chart. 
Thus any (1, 1)-chart composed of any number of actions and no more than n 
predicates (multiple occurrences are allowed, and hence there can be more than n 
predicate units) is a GPn-chart; substituting a GPn-chart for an action also results in 
a GPn-chart. 
Remark 4. Any BJn-chart is a GP,~-chart; hence the class of BJ,-charts ~<w the 
class of GP,-charts. 
THEOREM 3. For any n >~ 1, there exists a BJ,~+l-chart, G, which is not reducible 
to any GPn-chart. 
Proof. For clarity we prove this for n = 2, and the generalization will be obvious. 
Let G =g2~(pl, ID, p~, ID, Pz, ~). ClearlyG is a BJz-chart, and we want to show that 
G cannot be reduced to any GPz-chart. I f  not, let G be reducible to some GP~-chart H. 
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Consider the following interpretation. 
x6N,  
Pl: x = 2 ~ for some integer m, 
P2: x = 2 TM + 2 "-1 for some integer m, 
P3: x = 2 ~ + 2 ~-1 + 2 ~-z for some integer m, 
a :x~x+l .  
As in Theorem 1, numbers of the form 2 ~, 2 m + 2 m-l, 2 '~ + 2 m-1 + 2 m-2 can be 
considered as stops, and for any initial value a for x, G(a) is the nearest higher stop 
of a. Let us first establish a few lemmas before completing the proof. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any control path composed of a finite number of primitives from 
Pl , P2 , P3, and a, the final value of x will not be less than its initial value. 
Proof. The action a: x*-- x + 1 always increments the value of x, and the predicates 
do not change x. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let J be any chart composed of Pl , Pa , P8 and a, and let J contain k 
o-units. For any initial value a of x, ~f J(a) is defined and greater than a + k, then 
J(a) >/nearest higher stop of a. 
Proof. I f  a + k + 1 >/nearest higher stop of a, then the lemma is trivially 
satisfied. Otherwise, since J(a) >~ a + k + 1 and since there are only k o-units in J, 
the control path for x with initial value a must pass through a loop. By the time the 
control path completes one round around the first loop, the value of x gets incremented 
by no more than k, since by that instant, no a-unit operates on x more than one time. 
Thus only the F exits of P l ,  P2, and P3 can be in the loop; hence the control path 
could leave the loop only on a T exit of P l ,  P~ or p~. This coupled with Lemma 3.1 
establishes the lemma. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let J be any chart composed of p l ,  P2 , P~ and a; let J contain k or-units. 
Let a and a' be any two numbers, each of which differs from its corresponding nearest 
higher stop by more than k. In any t steps, if x with initial value a gets incremented to 
a + 3, 3 ~ k, with final control at some point ~, then in the same t steps, x with initial 
value a' would get incremented toa' + 3 with control at ~. 
Proof. In the first t steps, the control path for x with initial value a contains no T 
exit of P l ,  P2 or P3, since none of a, a + 1 ..... a -k 3 is a stop. Hence for the first t 
steps, the control path for x with initial value a' is identical (none ofa' ,  a' q- 1 .... , a' + 3 
is a stop; strictly speaking we need a trivial induction along the earlier path). Hence x 
with initial value a' gets incremented toa' + 3 with control at ~. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let J be any GPs-chart composed of p 1 , P2, P3 and a; let J contain k 
a-units. For any m satisfying 2'~-a > k + 1, if 
J(2 m-  k - -  1) = 2 ~, ](2 TM + 2-"  - -  k - -  1) = 2 m § 2 ~-a, 
and .[(2 m + 2 m-1 -t- 2 "~-s - -  k - -  1) is defined, then 
J(2 m+2 "~-1+2 m-s -k - I )>2 ~+2 m-1+2 m-2. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the class of GP~-charts. Let 
a 1=2 ~-h-1 ,  a s=2 ~q-2  " - l -h - I ,  a a=2 ~q-2  ~-1+2 ~-2-  
$1 = 2m, s 2 = 2 m § 2 m-l, and s 3 = 2 m -? 2 "-1 + 2 "-s. 
k - - l ,  
Basis. The lemma holds for ID and a. 
INDUCTIVE STEP. Assume that the lemma holds for GP2-charts J1, Js .... , J~ 
having k a , k s ,..., ku a-units, respectively. Consider any GPs-chart J composed of 
J~ ,..., j~ and any predicates q~, qs ~ {Pa, P2, Pa}. Let J have k a-units, and so 
k - -  k 1 + k 2 + "" + k~. 
Let J(al) = s~, J(as) = s s and J(a3) be defined ....  (I) 
Consider x with initial value a 1 . The control path passes through a sequence 
(possibly null) of ql's and q2's, enters a J i ,  after certain transformations exits J i ,  
and continues this process. We say that the control path has a global loop, if there 
exists a Ji which is entered at least twice. Let the sequence of Ji's entered be 
Jh '  Ji2 ..... J;j . Find the minimum v such that (i) J i ,  increments the value of x by 
more than h i ,  or (ii) iv ~ {i l , /2 ,..., i~,_1}. Such a v must exist since s 1 - -  a 1 > k = 
k I + k~ + ' "  + k u . Let the value of x when control first enters Ji, be a 1 + 3. Then 
b <~ hi1 + ki2 + "" + ki,,_ ' <~ k. Hence by Lemma 3.3 for x with an initial value 
a 2 or a3, control will also arrive at Ji~ with the corresponding value a 2 + 3 or as + 3, 
respectively. 
If  v satisfies (i), then by Lemma 3.3, J~, increments x with initial (input to Ji,) 
value a 2 + 3 by more than k i .  Now by Lemma 3.2, Ji~(a 2 + 3) >~ s s . Hence by (I) 
and Lemma 3.1, Ji~(a s + 8) = s 2 . By the hypothesis, J~(a z + 3) > s3, and hence 
by Lamina 3.1, ](aa) > s~. 
I f  v does not satisfy (i), then by (ii) we are selecting the first global oop in the control 
path for x with initial value a 1 . The only way that x with initial value ax or a s could 
leave that global loop is through a T exit of ql or q2 9 By (I) and Lemma 3.1, 
{qI, q2) = {Pl,P2}. 
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Since x with initial value a 3 also enters that loop, it can exit that loop only on a T 
exit of qt or q2, i.e., T exit ofp~ or P2, which results in a value of x greater than s~. 
Hence by Lemma 3.1, J (a3)  > s 3 . Q.E.D. 
Now let us complete the proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 3.4, no GP~-chart can 
give correct output values for the three input values a 1 , a2 and a 3 . Hence Theorem 3
holds. Q.E.D. 
V. REPEAT-EXIT CONSTRUCTS 
For every n/> 1, the class of DRE,~-charts (DRE =~ repeat-exit with do-while) is 
the smallest class defined as follows. 
(1) Any action is a DREn-chart. 
(2) The 1-IN, 1-OUT EXIT (i), 0 ~ i ~ n, is a DREw-chart. 
(3) If G is a DREn-chart , then SEQUENCE(RPT, G, END) is a DRE~,-chart. 
(4) If p is a predicate and G 1 and G~ are DREn-charts, then SEQUENCE 
(G1, G2) and IF p THEN G 1 ELSE G 2 are DREw-charts. 
(5) If p is a predicate and G is a DREw-chart, then WHILE q DO G, where 
q ~ { p, ~p}, is a DREn-chart. 
In the above definition, if we delete construct 5 (and replace DREn by REn everywhere) 
we get the class of RE,,-charts (RE ~ repeat-exit). The example shown in Fig. 8 
(without subscripts on RPT's and END's) is an RE4-chart. Observe that RPT's and 
Rift 5 , RPT 4 ~ RPT3-- ~ 
! 
[--~-- I~!D3--.-~ E~4~ llgD 5 
FIG. 8. Example program. 
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END's form matching pairs like parentheses in well-parenthesized xpressions. We 
can easily define levels of RPT-END blocks, considering each innermost block as 
being at level 1. Thus in Fig. 8 each of RPTI-END t and RPT2-END 2 is at level 1, 
and RPTs-ENDz, RPTcEND 4 and RPTs-END ~ are at levels 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 
RPT's, END's and EXIT's have fixed interpretations a  given below. 
RPT has the same interpretation asthe identity action ID. The END and EXIT 
statements do not transform data, but change control as follows. END returns control 
to the matching RPT, i.e., it has the same effect as "GOTO matching RPT." EXIT(i) 
passes control to the output line of the END that is i levels higher; EXIT(0) is simply 
ID. If there are only j levels, above an EXIT(i), where i >/1, i >~ j, then that 
EXIT(i) statement has an effective level of i - - j  with respect to that chart. Thus an 
EXIT(i) with an effective level k passes control k levels above that chart (k = 0 
corresponds to the OUT of the chart). For a chart the effective levels are the effective 
levels of all its EXIT(i) statements, i >/1, together with 0. We require that a final chart 
must not have an EXIT(i), with an effective level > 0. 
The interpretation will be clear if we observe that in Fig. 8 the control path RPT 5 , 
RPT4, RPTs, pl(F), pa(T), a, EXIT(2), ENDs, RPT 5 , RPT4, RPTa, px(T), RPT1, 
p~(T), EXIT(4) is possible; the corresponding data transformation undergone by 
the input is a. In Fig. 8, for the subchart beginning with RPT 3 and ending with END 3 
(including both), the effective levels are 2, 1, 0 and for the complete chart, the effective 
level is 0. 
In an REn-chart, we allowed exits out of a RPT-END block to the n immediately 
enclosing levels. We now define the class of Generalized RE,-charts, GREn-charts, 
as follows. Instead of just allowing EXIT(i), 0 ~ i ~ n, we allow EXIT(i), for any 
i >/0. But we place the restriction that no sub RPT-END block can have more than n 
distinct effective levels. Thus we allow exits out of a RPT-END block to any n levels 
above it. Verify that the chart shown in Fig. 8 is a GREs-chart (we noted previously 
that it is an RE,-chart). 
In RE,~-, DREn-, and GRE,,-charts RPT's, END's and EXIT(i)'s express control 
sequencing information and do not involve data transformations or conditional 
branching. We allow the use of these statements in reducing a chart to an REn-, 
DREn- or GREn-chart even though the original chart does not contain such primitives. 
Remark 5. For every n >/1, the class of REn-charts ~<w the class of REn+t-charts; 
the class of RE,,-charts ~<w the class of GRE,~-charts <~w the class of GREw+t-charts; 
and the class of RE~-charts ~<w the class of DRE,~-charts ~ the class of DREn+ 1- 
charts. 
Remark 6. It can be easily seen that for any n >/1, the class of DREw-charts ~<w 
the class of GREn+t-charts. 
Knuth and Floyd [10] conjectured that there exists a chart which is not reducible 
to any DREl-chart. In Theorem 6we prove a result more general than their conjecture. 
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Consider the chart G O shown in Fig. 9. For simplicity, action labels are not shown. 
For all the branches hown, the action from pi.j to pt,.; is ai.j. ~,,5, 9 We prove that Go 
is not reducible to any GRE,~-chart (Theorem 4), but is reducible to an RE,~+t-chart 
(Theorem 5). 
-3 
- ln l  
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' ;  i Pl,3 
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P3,2 ~ .... 
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FIG. 9. Chart  Go.  
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THEOREM 4. The chart G O in Fig. 9 is not reducible to any G REn-chart. 
Proof. If not, let G o be reducible to a GREn-chart H 1 . H I is composed of the 
primitives of G o and RPT, END and EXIT(i) statements. Consider the following 
interpretation. 
Input alphabet = {c, d}, i.e., initial value of x can be any finite string of c's and d's. 
For 1 ~<i , j~<n+2and i+ j~<2nq-3 ,1et  
S(i, j)  = 
{(i + 1,j), ( i , j  + 1)}, if i , j  ~ n + 1, 
{(i, 1)}, if j=n+2,  
{(1,j)}, if i=n+2.  
Output alphabet = {[i, j, i', j'] I 1 ~< i, j ~ n + 2, i + j ~ 2n + 3, 
t , t  9 9 ( ,j ) ~ s(,, j)} u {c, a}. 
571/913-2 
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Thus the output alphabet consists of 2(n -k 2)(n + 1) + 2 symbols. Pi.J = P for 
1 ~ i, j ~ n + 2, i + j ~ 2n § 3, where p is "prefix of x = c". 
ai.J.i',J': delete the prefix symbol of x and attach symbol [i,j, i',j'] as a suffix 
symbol of x. 
For any value a of x, each ai,J.i'y deletes one symbol from the left of c~ and attaches 
one symbol on the right. Hence the length remains invariant. The length of the c, d 
part cannot increase, since no ai.J.r attaches a "c" or "d." The length of the non-c, d 
part cannot decrease, since each %5.i'y attaches one non-c, d symbol, and never 
deletes more than one symbol. 
For the rest of the proof, let us consider only those initial values which lead to 
termination with an output value having nonnull c, d prefix, i.e., input values of the 
form ~/3 which have output values of the form/3~', where 3 e {c, d} t, ~ e {c, d}* and ~' 
is some string of non-c, d output symbols. 
First we give an intuitive proof before going into the details. Consider any innermost 
RPT-END block of H 1 . Ask whether that block is effective in the sense that there 
exists an intial value c~ of x which results in the execution of the END of that block 
many times, and in between those executions control remains within that block. 
An ineffective block can easily be deleted. We may assume, then, that the innermost 
block is effective. This block cannot leave the value of x unchanged, so it deletes ome 
c, d prefix and attaches 
[/1, Jr ,  i2, J2] [/2, J2, ia, .1"3] "'" [ira-1 , jm-1, irn, jm] [ira, jm, i l ,  Jl] 
to the suffix. That is, if we consider [u, v, u', v'] as a direct path from (u, v) to (u', v'), 
then the attached suffix string corresponds to a path starting at some point (/1, Jl) 
and ending at the same (il, Jl) on the "grid" of G o . This is a loop whose length is 
at least n + 2. On this loop, we can select n + 2 points, 
(Ul, Vl), (U2, V2),'", (Un+2, Vn+2), 
one on each of (a) n + 2 columns or (b) n + 2 rows, due to the particular "grid 
structure" of G o . In case (a), we consider n + 2 input values like a, but with (dn+2) k
(for a suitably large k) inserted just after the input symbol which triggered attaching 
the symbol [.,., ui, vii for i = 1, 2,..., n + 2. (In [.,., ui, vii, the first two symbols 
are irrelevant). In case (b), we insert (cn+2) k at the proper places in a. In either case 
we show that/-/1 cannot properly handle all of the n + 2 input values. Admittedly this 
is a very vague description, but it gives all the main ingredients of the following proof. 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  Hl(o~fl) = f3~', then a' will be of the form [il, J l , /2 ,  j2] [i2, j2, ia, .1"3] .... 
where (i t , Jl) = (n + 1, 1) and (i~+1 , jk+l) E S(ik, jk), for k ~ 1. 
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Proof. Chart Go, in place of/ /1,  satisfies the lemma; in addition, we assumed that 
G o is reducible to H 1 . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. For any sequence of the form 
[il , j l  , i~ ,j2][i2 , j~ , i3 , J3] "'" [im ,ira, i~+, ,ira+a], 
where 1 ~/1 ,  jl ~ n + 2, ix + Jl ~ 2n + 3, (i~+1, j~+l) = (il, j~) and 
(ik+l , Jk+l) ~ S(ik , Jk), for k = I ..... m, 
there are n + 2 pairs (ul , vl), (u2 , v2),... , (u,+s, v,+s) e {(il, Jl), (is, J2),..., (in, j,~)} 
such that 
(a) ul , uz ,..., u,+~ are all distinct, or 
(b) vl , % ,..., v,+2 are all distinct. 
(This corresponds to selecting n + 2 points in the loop). 
Proof. Ifjx = is ,  then it is easy to verify that 
(1, v~), (2, v,),..., (n + 2, v,+,) ~ {(/1, ja) ..... (in, j~)) 
for some vl, v z ,..., v~+2; otherwise i1 = i2, and again it is easy to verify that 
(u 1 , I), (u2,2) , . ,  (u,+~, n + 2) ~{(i 1,Ja),..., (i~ ,j,~)) for some ul, us ,..., u,+2. 
Q.E.D. 
L~MMA 4.3. In any GRE~-chart J, if any sub GRE~-chart $EQUENCE(RPT, 
J', END) is replaced by SEQUENCE(RPT, J', J', END), then J is reducible to the 
new chart. 
Proof. Follows from the interpretation given to RPT, END, and EXIT statements. 
Q.E.D. 
Notation. Let the RPT and END of a block named w be RPTo and ENDo, 
respectively. 
LEMMA 4.4. The GREn-chart H 1 is reducible to a GREn-chart H2, in which for 
each innermost RPT-END block ,,J, there exists an initial value of x that results in the 
execution of END~. 
Proof. This might be violated for an innermost block w because control path never 
enters ~o (i.e., RPTo never gets executed) or after entering to it always exits and never 
executes END~. In either case, replace block oJ, which is SEQUENCE(RPT, J, END), 
by J', where J' is J modified as follows. 
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For i >/2, replace any EXIT(i) statement by EXIT(i -- 1). Delete any EXIT(l) 
statement and connect its input line directly to the OUT of J. Then reduce, 
if necessary, the resulting acyclic chart, by node splitting into another chart 
which uses only the SEQUENCE and the IF-THEN-ELSE constructs. 
The new chart has one less RPT-END block. The lemma must hold after a finite 
number of applications of this procedure, since there are a finite number of RPT-END 
pairs to begin with. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.5. The GRE,-chart H s is reducible to a GRE~-chart H 3 in which for each 
innermost RPT-END block co, there exists an initial value of x which results in the 
execution of END~ at least twice, and in that control path there exists two consecutive 
such executions in between which control is within co. 
Proof. Let some oJ fail to satisfy the lemma. Then replace oJ = SEQUENCE(RPT, 
J, END) by o J '= SEQUENCE(RPT, J, J~ END), which preserves reducibility 
(Lemma 4.3), and delete RPTo, and END`O, by Lemma 4.4. The lemma must hold 
eventually. Q.E.D. 
Consider an innermost RPT-END block oJ of H~. By Lemma 4.5, there exists 
an initial value of x which results in the execution of RPT,o at least thrice (one more 
than that of END,o), and in between these three consecutive executions, control is 
within co. The initial value of x consists entirely of c's and d's; hence the prefix symbol 
must be the same for at least wo of the three executions of RPT`O. Thus for an initial 
value 0glO~2fi of  X, when RPT~ is executed, x has values %fl~1' and flat'%' where prefix 
symbol of %/3a 1' is the same as that of flal'a 2' (and during the processing of the % 
part, control will be within r Then we have the following. 
LEMMA 4.6. (a) % va A; (b) %' must be of the form 
[il , J l  , is , j~][is , i s ,  i3 , J3] "" [ira , jm , i . .+t , Jm+d, 
where (bl) 1 ~ i  1 , j t~n+2,  i t+ j t~<2n+3 and (ik+l,A+~) ~S( ik ,A)  for 
k = 1,..., m, and (b2) (im+l, jm+l) = (/1, Jl). 
Proof. If (a) is not satisfied, then the processing of x with initial value at%fl never 
terminates. (bl) holds from Lemma 4.1. If (b2) is not satisfied, then Hz(ala2o~fl) 
would be incorrect (by Lemma 4.1). Q.E.D. 
Now let us complete the proof of Theorem 4: By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.6, there exist 
n + 2 initial values Vx81, ~7282 ,..., %+28n+2 of x which while being processed by Ha, 
will cause x to assume intermediate values 81r u 1 , Vl] , ~2~S[', ", US, V2],'", 
3n+~r .... u~+s, %+2], respectively, where u s = j for j = 1, 2,..., n + 2, or vj ----- j
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for j = 1, 2,..., n + 2. Furthermore, in each case control is within (innermost) 
block co even before testing the corresponding prefix symbol of the 3s's. 
Let us consider the first alternative; that is, uj = j ,  for j = 1, 2,..., n + 2. What 
will happen for initial values ~Ts(dn+~) ~ 3s, i = 1, 2,..., n q- 2, where k is chosen such 
that (n q- 2)k > number of primitive units in block ~o ? 
Since G O is reducible to / /3 ,  H a will transform 9,+~(dn+2) ~ 3n+ ~ to 
v.+2] 
and terminate (which requires an exit out of co). For i = 1, 2,..., n + 1, H 3 will 
transform ~i(dn+2) k 3 s to the intermediate value 
u, ,  v , ] ( [ , s ,  v, ,  . , ,  vs-(1), ... [u, ,  vs-(,+1) , us , , 
where 
(ui , vs(1)') ~ S(ui , vi), (Us, vs) ~ S(ui , Vs(~+l)') and (ui , vi(J+t)) ~ S(u~ , v~)), 
for j = 1, 2,...,n. 
Note that the suffix symbols attached to the ith sequence, corresponding to its (d"+~) k 
part, are all distinct from the suffix symbols attached to any other sequence corre- 
sponding to its (dn+2) ~ part. This can be seen by noting that no two columns on 
the grid of Go have a common action. Just after processing each ~s part control is 
within block ~o. While processing the (d~+Z) ~part it cannot execute EXIT( j ) ,  for the 
same j, in any two distinct sequences. Otherwise control switches to the same exit 
point and would process the same prefix symbol (i.e., symbol d), hence performing 
the same action (giving a common suffix symbol) for two distinct sequences, a contra- 
diction with the previous observation. Hence there can be exits out of block ~o for 
at most n - -  1 of the first n -}- 1 sequences. So, for at least two of the first n + 1 
sequences, the processing of (dn+~) k part must be done entirely within block oJ. For 
each such sequence ENDo is executed at least once, since (n + 2)k > number of 
primitive units in co and ~o is an innermost loop. After the execution of END~,  both 
sequences have the same prefix symbol with control at the same point, i.e., at RPTo.  
Hence in both cases the same action is applied, a contradiction. 
We argue similarly the other alternative, i.e., % =j ,  for j = 1, 2,..., n + 2. Hence 
G o is not reducible to any GREn-chart. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. The chart G o in Fig. 9 is reducible to an REn+t-chart. 
Proof. Let us call the anti-diagonal predicates on the grid of G O ql, q~ ,..., qn+l, 
where qi = Pn+~-i.i, for 1 ~ i <~ n § 1. There is no loop entirely above or below the 
anti-diagonal and any path from above the anti-diagonal to below the same must pass 
through one of ql ..... qn+l 9 Hence any loop on the grid of G o must pass through at 
least one of ql ,..., qn+l. (Such a property does not hold for the main diagonal: 
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P la ,  P2.2 ,..., Pn+l,n+0" Hence if we "expand" G O into an acyclic chart starting at 
each qi and terminating whenever we encounter one of ql ,..-, q,~+x, the expansion 
gives a finite chart in each case. 
Now we define functions ./1 ,..., J~+l, each of which is a mapping from permutations 
of (1, 2,..., n + 1) into (1, 1)-charts. Let J k ( ( i l ,  i 2 ,..., i k ,..., i~+1) ) be a chart J, 
which will process data appearing on the input line of qq in G O as follows. 
(1) If the control path followed in G O leads to OUT without encountering any 
q%+8' 1 ~< 3 ~< n + 1 -- k, then J transforms the input exactly as G O does, 
and then transfers control, via an EXIT,  to n + 1 - -k  levels above the 
level of J, 0 level being the OUT of J, i.e., that EX IT  statement has an 
effective level of n + 1 -- k with respect o J. 
(2) If  the control path followed in G O encounters some q%+a' 1 ~< 3 ~< n + 1 -- k, 
then J transforms the input exactly as G O does up to the first such encounter, 
and then transfers control, via an EXIT, to 3 -- 1 levels above the level of J. 
Verify that the following inductive construction is correct. For k----1,..., n, let 
Jk+l((il ,..., in+l)) be the chart SEQUENCE(RPT, Jk(( i l  ,..., i ,+O), Jk((4+l , i2 ,..., ik , 
/1, ik+2 ,..., i~+1)), END). Hence if ]1 is properly defined, then G O is reducible to 
Jn+l((1,..., n + 1)). 
T T T T 
~P2'2~2'2'3'2~P3i2~3'2'4'2~P4'2~4'2'I'~PI'2~I'2'2'2~TLTI L~T(3)~ I / 
~2,2,2,3 ~3,2,3,3 si,2,1,3 
%,3,2,4 ~ L~T(3)-~I / 
2}I 2,1,3,1 / . ~ 
a2'1'2'21 / 
~IT (0) b 
F*G. 10. J~((2, 1, 3)). 
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"Expand" the chart, calling the input of the expansion IN1, by following the 
connections of Go, starting at qq and terminating whenever one of qq ,..., q~'~+l is 
encountered. Connect he F exit of each pn+~,~ (respectively, the T exit of each p~.~+~) 
to the input of pl ,i (respectively, P~n) through an EXIT(n -}- 1) statement (this is purely 
arbitrary since the execution of this EXIT statement will remove control from it). 
Replace each terminating q~k by an EX IT (k -  1) statement and connect all EXIT 
statements o a single node, OUT 1 . Let us denote the chart from IN1 to OUT 1 by 
H. Then let Jl((i~ ,..., i~+1) ) be the chart SEQUENCE(RPT, H, END). Verify that J~ 
satisfies conditions (1) and (2). This technique is illustrated by an example in Fig. 10. 
Even though the chart in Fig. 10 is not in proper form, since it is acyclic, by node 
splitting we can reduce it to another chart which uses only the SEQUENCE and 
the IF-THEN-ELSE constructs. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of Theorems 4 and 5 we have the following results. 
COROLLARY 5.1. For every n >~ 1, there exists a GPl-chart which is not reducible 
to any GRE~-chart. 
Proof. The chart G O of Theorem 4, with each Pid replaced by p, is such an example. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.2. For every n >/ 1, the class of B Jn-charts <w the class of RE2-charts. 
Proof. It is easy to show that every BJ~-chart is reducible to some REl-chart. Now 
the result follows from Theorems 4 and 5. Q.E.D. 
We leave it as an exercise that the following also holds. 
RESULT. For every n ~ 1, the class of BJ~-charts <w the class of REl-charts. 
THEOREM 6. For every n >/1, there exists an REn+l-chart which is not reducible 
to any GREn-chart. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 4 and 5. Q.E.D. 
Thus for every n//- 1, the class of DREn-charts ~w the class of GREw+l-charts <
the class of GREn+2-charts, which for n = 1 solves Knuth and Floyd's problem [10]. 
In a recent paper Peterson et al. [17] seemed to have misinterpreted Knuth and Floyd's 
problem as asking for a chart nonreducible toany REl-chart (instead of DREl-chart ).
The intent in [10] is clear from the example which follows the statement ofthe problem. 
As in the case of RPT-END blocks, we can easily define nesting levels of IF-THEN- 
ELSE's in an REn-chart, e.g. if the maximum IF-THEN-ELSE levels of G 1 and G 2 
are h 1 and h2, respectively, then the maximum IF-THEN-ELSE level of IF p THEN 
G1 ELSE G 2 is 1 q- max(hi, h2). 
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THEOREM 7. Any chart G having n predicate units, n >/2, (counting multiple 
occurrences) can be reduced to an RE,~_l-chart H such that (a) the maximum RPT-END 
level in H is not more than n -- 1 and (b) the maximum IF-THEN-ELSE level in H is 
not more than n. 
Proof. The reduction issimilar to BShm and Jacopini's reduction [3], which makes 
use of a stack of control variables. One should not have any problem in replacing 
the control variables used in their construction by RPT, END, and EXIT statements 
applicable to RE,~-charts. We leave the details to the reader. Also observe the reduction 
in part (b) of Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
VI. Top-DowN PROGRAMMING MODELS 
In top-down programming, we decompose the problem into a number of inter- 
connected subproblems. We then iterate the process on each one of the subproblems, 
until we come to the basic instruction level of the programming language. 
THESIS. For "reliability in programming," at each step in the development of
a program: 
I. A module should be decomposed into as few submodules as possible. This 
is particularly important for the submodules with multiple OUT's. 
II. The number of IN's (input lines) and OUT's (output lines) of each sub- 
module should be as small as possible. 
Thus the following class of TDn-charts is a logical consequence of the general 
philosophy of top-down programming. Let the classes of TD n- and IPn-charts 
(TD ~ Top-Down; IP ~- Intermediate Predicate) be the smallest classes defined as 
follows. 
1. Any action is a TD,,-chart. 
2. Any predicate is an IPn-chart. 
3. Any (1,j)-chart, j = 1, 2, constructed from at most n IPn-charts (without 
repetitions) and any number of TDn-charts, is a TDn-chart if it is a (1, 1)- 
chart, and is an IPn-chart if it is a (1, 2)-chart. 
Construct 3can also be stated as follows. In any (1, 1)- or (1, 2)-chart with no more 
than n predicate units (counting multiple occurrences), if we substitute TDn-charts 
for actions and IP~-charts for predicates, the resulting chart is a TD~- or an IP,-chart, 
respectively. The IPn-charts are introduced since at an intermediate stage of program 
development, we want to allow modules which are (1, 2)-charts. 
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Remark 7. Any TDl-chart is reducible to a D-chart, which in turn is reducible 
to an REl-chart. 
THEOREM 8. For every n ~ 1, any TD,~-chart is reducible to an REz,~-chart. 
Proof. By Remark 7, it is sufficient to consider n >/2. In addition to reducing any 
TD~-chart into an REz~-chart, we also "reduce" any IP~-chart G into an REz~-chart 
G' satisfying the following properties. 
G' will have effective l vels 0 and 1. Label the output lines of G by OUT 1 and OUT 2 
arbitrarily (except when G is a predicate make the T exit OUT1). The chart from IN 
of G to OUT 1 (respectively, OUTs) is "reducible" to the chart from the IN of G' and 
ending with an effective level of 0 (respectively, 1). The intent of reducibility of a 
(1, 2)-chart G into a (1, 1)-chart G' is clear, and for the sake of brevity, we will not 
state it more precisely. The reduction is achieved inductively as follows. 
1. Convert any action a into itself. 
2. Convert any predicate p into IF p THEN ID ELSE EXIT(I). 
3. General construct: 
For any TD n- or IP,-chart composed of i IPn-charts , i ~< n, and any 
number of TD~-charts, replace the i IPn-charts by i distinct predicates 
(T exits corresponding to OUTI's ) and the TDn-charts by distinct actions. 
If we started with an IPn-chart, then connect i s two OUT's to a single OUT, 
OUT 1 through ID, and OUT S through A, a new action (later on we replace A
by a suitable EXIT statement). Thus in either case we get a (1, 1)-chart 
with at most n predicate units. We now apply Theorem 7 and reduce the 
resulting chart into an RE,_l-chart H. The maximum RPT-END level for 
this chart H is n -- 1. Hence we can replace ach A in H (A's can exist only 
if we started with an IP~-chart) by an EXIT(j), j ~ (n -- 1) + 1 = n, 
which has an effective level of 1 with respect to H. Thus the resulting chart, 
H', is always an RE.-chart. 
By induction, each of the original sub TDn-charts is reducible to an RE3n-chart; 
hence replace the actions in H' by the corresponding RE3n-charts. Convert each 
IF-THEN-ELSE construct in H', starting at the innermost, as follows. Each predicate 
p in H' corresponds to an IPn-chart which, by induction, is "reducible" to some 
REzn-chart J. Convert IF p THEN J1 ELSE J2 into SEQUENCE((RPT, RPT, j, 
]1, EXIT(2), END, J2, EXIT(l), END), where ]1 (respectively, ]e ) i s  Jt 
(respectively, J2) in which each EXIT(k) having an effective level > 0 with respect 
to J1 (respectively, J2) is replaced by EXIT(k + 2) (respectively, EXIT(k + 1)). 
Since, by Theorem 7, the maximum IF-THEN-ELSE level in H' is n, the final chart 
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cannot have an EXIT(k), where k > n + n(2)= 3n. Hence the final chart is an 
REz~-chart. Q.E.D. 
We conjecture that Theorem 8 can be sharpened to: Any TDn-chart is reducible 
to an REc(,)l/~-chart (or at least GREcCn)l/~-chart ) for some constant c. 
As a sequence of Theorems 6 and 8, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. For each n >/ I ,  there exists a chart which is not reducible to any 
TD~-chart. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
We have made an effort to study the structural imkations of certain classes of 
programs. In our study we used one common definition for reducibility. There are 
other interesting notions of reducibility. For example, Ashcroft and Manna [1] and 
Cooper [6] allow predicates of the form p(axae... ~,~), where p is a predicate and each 
a i is an action. For any input x, the above predicate stands for p(al(cT ~ ... (cry(x))...)) 
but does not change x itself. In addition, they allow boolean combinations of such 
predicates to be a predicate. Most of our results hold even for this variation. 
Some of the problems we have not considered, but which deserve further investiga- 
tion are: 
1. What is the relationship between the class of REn-charts and the class of 
GREn-charts ?
2. What is the relationship between the class of DREw-charts and the class 
of REn+l-charts ? 
3. Is it true that the class of TD~-charts ~o  the class of REc(~)l/~-charts for 
some constant c ? 
4. Structurally characterize (along the lines of Theorem 2) the classes of charts 
reducible to each of the classes of TD~-charts, RE~-charts, GRE~-charts 
and DRE,,-charts. 
5. Find necessary and sufficient conditions for a chart to be reducible to a 
D-chart, for Ashcroft-Manna-Cooper notion of reducibility. 
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